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Abstract 1
z

3
In this note, the (t)-properties of five classes of graphs are studied. We prove that the classes of cosygraphs without isolated vertices satisfy the (2)-property and the (3)-property, but do not satisfy the (t)-property d fort ' 4orThe 5(t)-properties of the planar graphs and the perfect graphs are also

studied, We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the strestled graph of index k to satisfy the (2)-property,
© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

8

a

10

We consider only finite, simple graphs G = (V, E) with J VJ = ii and JEj = in.
A complete of a graph G is a complete subgraph of G and a clique of a graph G is a maximal complete of G. 12A subset V' of V

is called a clique transversal if it intersects with every clique of G. The clique transversal number 13r (G)
of a graph G is the ntinitnunt cardinality of a clique transversal of G [ 13]. For details, the reader may refer to 14[1,6,12].

The order n of C is an obvious tipper bound for the clique transversal number. In an attempt to find graphs which 16
admit a better upper bound, Tuza [13] introduced the concept of the (t)-property, A class C' of graphs satisfies the 17(t)-property if td(G) < <' for every G E Ct = (G E C: every edge of C is contained in a K, G). Note that the 18(t)-property does not imply the (t - 1)-property.

19It is known [7] that every chordal graph satisfies the (2)-property, In [13], it is proved that the (3)-property holds 20
for chordal graphs; split graphs have the (4)-property, but do not have the (5)-property and hence lire chordal graphs 21
also do not have the (5)-property. It is proved [9] that the (4)-property does not hold for chordal graphs. 22

Motivated by the open problems mentioned in [7], we studied the (t)-property for the cographs, the clique perfect 23
graphs, the perfect graphs, the planar graphs and the trestled graphs of index k. The cographs are a subclass of the 24
perfect graphs [10] and also of the clique perfect graphs [ 12].

25The (t)-propel ties of the various classes of graphs which we studied in this paper are sununarizcd in the following 26table.
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Class
4 ttcsi ;; llo not satisfy

(t).proI,,rt^, _ (t)-property

Co^erahhs

i
4

}it-- :1IIi

Planar graphs

Perfect hraphs - _ = ^- ---

2 All graph theoretic terminology and notation not n;entiot;cd here are from [2].

2. The (t)-propot'tV z>.'.

2.1. Cographs and clique perfect graphs

A graph which does not have P4 the path on four vertices` as an induced subgraph is called a cograph, The join o
G UV(H)andE(GuH)=E(G)UE(H) U (ut1,

6 two graphs G and H is defined as the graph with 1
r tG V 11)

7 where it E V(G) and v E V(H)}
8 Cographs [5] can also be recursively defined as follows:

9 (1) Kt is a cograph;
10 (2) if G is a cograph, so is its complement G; and

11 (3) if G and 11 are cographs, so is their join G V ll •
The clique independence number ac(G) of a

12 A clique independent set is a subset of pairwise di joint cliques of G. lower bound for zc(G)• Auc(
,3 graph G is the maximum cardinality of a clic^^' !i1t1 cl}c:it Ild ne t iet of gGc. Cle also i ca^ed is a clique perfect graph t[i ^'itnal
14 graph for which this lower bound is attained

15
The class of cographs is clique perfect (12]. A charactrriccttit7tt of clique perfect gra phs by means of a list o f

forbidden "till graph,; is still an open problem.

= ((r ), .r t(%z)I•(; V C2 theft te( (,') t
17

tnir.(r,,
2- 1

,6 Proof. Any clique in C is of the form 1 11 V 112 where 11,
isaliiq ue in of a dor

112
is ais liquerin by Vf and a clique

19 transversal of G1 (or f.2), then any clique of G which contains q

21 is a clique e transversal
21 Now, let be a transversal of G. If possible assume th cbv V'. TheneHl

cl ique s. of G t and f.2. Let Il l

clique

of G also.
Hs o a clique G G which

22 and 112 he the cliques of G t and f.2 respectively which are not covered v 2 is of
23 is not covered by V', which is a contradiction. Hence V' contains a clique transversal of G t o.- C2•

24 Qi Therefore, zc(G) = min(r,(Gi), rc(G2)}.

25 Lemma 2. The class of all cographs without
isolated ccrtiCes does not satisfy the (t)-pt 'n,nertl•-fur t 4.

26 Proof. The proof is by constniction. Then n = 15, t = 4 and

27 Case 1: t = 4 V 3K1 U K2) and G2 = (3K1 U K2). .
U K2) (-3K

28

t
Let G = f.1 V f.2, u^herc GI = (

(G)-
29

.rc
z, (G) = 4 which implies that <

K )
30

r-2 •
Case2:t>4 3K ; UKr_2)andf.2 =(3K2U

t G = Gt V G2, where Gi = (3K1 U Kr-3) V ( 3
liesf.L

3232

33

e 2
Then n(G) = 3t + 4 and zc(G) = 4. ?Ever edge in

complete of size t in %t, ince' clique
contains a clique of size 2

Fvery .
w. one end vertex 2 Gt

4 G since G 1 c, rtex in G 1 lies in a complete of size t - 2 and
ue C.a complete of size t for r ver size t.lete of size t since ofclii

2 h ine qn aliesend vertex in f.2 lies in a comp which every edgeh
36

36

erand the ot
every vertex of G2 lies in a complete of size 2. Hence G is a co(,rap

37
n-=3Also, + 4t t -

--'
36

Therefore, < rc(G) for t > 4.f - -
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Theorem 3. The class of clique perfect graphs Without isolcitcd vertices satisfies the (t) -propertyfor t . 2 and 3 and 1
does not satisfy the (1)-property for t > 4.

2

Proof. Let G be a clique perfect graph in which every edge lies in a complete of size t. G being clique perfect, 3
Tc(G) = ac(G)•
Case 1:t=2 4

5Since G is without isolated vertices ae(G) 2. So Tc(G) = a,.(G) < and hence the class of clique perfect 6
graphs satisfies the (2)-property.
Case 2: t = 3 7

Every edge of G lies in a clique of size 3. So, the size of the smallest clique of G is 3. Therefore, ae(G) < 3 and 9-cc (G) = ac (G) < 3

Case3:t>4 10
11

The class of cographs is a subclass of clique perfect graphs. So by Lemma 2, the claim follows.
12

Corollary 4. The class
of cographs without isolated vertices satisfies the (t)-property for t = 2 and 3. Moreover, for 13

the class of connected cographs without isolated vertices, r,• (G) is maximum if and only if G is the complete bipartite 14graph K,1,3

15

Proof. Since the class of cographs is a subclass of clique perfect graphs, it satisfies the (t)-property fort = 2 and 3.
Since the class of cographs satisfy the (2)-property and rc(K the maximum value of r, G it 16( is 17

Conversely, let G be a connected cograph with te(G) _ ;. Since G is a connected cograph, C = eC 1)V G2. 18Therefore, re(G) = min{re(G1), re(G2)}. But, re(G1) and rc(G2) cannot exceed the numbers of vertices in G1 19
and C2 respectively and hence the number of vertices in GI and G2 must be Again, since

r,.(G) = 2 all these 20vertices must be isolated. Therefore, G = K
21

Corollary 5,
l'br the class of clique perfect graphs without isolated vertices, r(.(G) is litaximum if and only if there

22exists a perfecl matching in G in which no edge lies in a triangle.
23

Proof. The class of clique perfect graphs without isolated vertices satisfies the (2)-property. Therefore, the maximum 24
value that re(G) can obtain is L. Let C be a clique perfect graph with r• G = n

2 ' b p ( ) G being clique perfect, 25ae(C) = rc(G) =
2. Since each clique must have at least two vertices and there are 2 independent cliques, the 26

cliques are of size exactly 2. Again, this independent set of ; cliques forms a perfect matching of G and a clique 27
being maximal complete, the edges of this perfect matching do not lie in triangles. 28

Conversely, if there exists a perfect matching in which no edge lies in a triangle, the edges of this perfect matching 29
form an independent set of cliques with cardinality -;. Therefore, a,-(G) > 2. But, ae(C) < re(G) < 2 and therefore 30-r,(G)_„

31

2.2. Planar graphs

32

It is known that a graph G is planar if and only if it has nc subgraph honeomorphic to K5 or K3,3.
33

Theorem 6. The class of planar graphs does not satisfy the (t)-property for t = 2, 3 and 4 and Ct is empty for t > 5.
P

34
roof. Every odd cycle is a planar graph and rc(C2k t) = k + 1 > 2k±t Cl.+ early, odd cycles belong to C2 and hencethe class of planar graphs does not satisfy the (2)-property. 35

Th
36

e graph in Fig. 1 is planar and every edge lies in a triangle. Here, n = 8 and the clique transversal number is 3
which is greater than 3 and hence l 37p anar graphs do not satisfy the (3)-property. Also, the graph in Fig. 2 is planar and
every edge lies in a K4 Here n = 15 d 38. , an

the clique transversal number is 4 which is greater than 4 and hence planargraphs do not satisfy the (4) property, 39

Since K5 is a forbidden subgraph for planar ra hs th i 40g p , ere s no planar graph C such that all its edges lie in a K, fort > 5. Hence, the theorem. 4 1

Pl i
42
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2.3. Perfect graphs

2 A graph G is perfect if X (II) = o,U) for every induced suhgraph H of G, where x (H) is the chromatic number 02

and cv(I/) is the clique number of If
1101. By the ceichr,ited strong perfect graph theorem [41, a graph is perfect if'

and only if it has no odd hole or odd anti-hole as nut induced suhgraph.

6 Theorem 7.
The class of perfect graphs does not satisfy the (t) -propertyfor any t > 2.

6 Proof
. Let G be the cycle of length 3k, say v1 v2..... 7 1 1 1 k1 7 1 Where k > 2 is odd, in which the vertices v1, v4, ... , V3k-2

ik > Lk, since 3k is odd. Therefore the class of perfect

ire all adjacent to each other. Then G is perfect and T,( ( ;) =f°-il
7 2
6 graphs does not satisfy the (2)-property.

Now, the class of perfect graphs does not satisfy the (3)-property since CH is a perfect graph in which every edge

lies in a triangle and te(es) = 3 > 13-

Since
the cographs are, a subclass of perfect graphs 151, by Lemma 2, the class of perfect graphs also does not

12 satisfy the (t)-property for t > 4.

2.4. Trestled graph of index k
adding cover

k co number K2 eof a r
,q For a graph G, _ k

16 G, d
enoted

ach

15 edgo. u and ), is'ther minimumtnumbercoftve tices required to cover all the edges of G.

16 G, b by f3(G), i s

„ Lemma 8.
For any graph G without isolated vertices, tc (7k (G)) = km + ff(G).

the cliques of G together
18 Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the case k = 1.

19 Let V' = (v1, v2..... vii) be a vertex cover of G. The cliques of T1(G) are precisely e vertex

20 with the three K2s formed corresponding to each edge of G. Correip ndin uoseach epresentdge uv Kenn, choose the vertex
together with V' he .21 which corresponds to rr of the corresponding K2, if ft is nnt present

22 corresponding to it, irrespective of whether v is pre ent in V'lor not. Let
Therefore,

this
orc, t,

new
(T1(G)) <

collection
in + fj(G)•

^29 Then V" is a clique transversal of T1(G) of cardinnhty i
+ f

T_^-_----_
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Let V' _ (vl , v2, ... , V1 }, where t = Tr-(TI (C)), be a clulue transversal of T1 (G). Let uv be an edge in G and let' ' b h K i 1u v e t e 2 ntroduced in TI (G) corresponding to this K2. At least one vertex from (u', v'), say u', must be presentin V' i V' i ' '
2, s nce s a clique transversal and u v is a clique. Of 7'I (G). Remove It' from W. If V' contains t1' also thenre lace ' b If ' ' ' '
3p v y v. v then v E VV V , since V is a clique transversal and vv' is a clique of Tl (G). In either case, one

vertex v of the edge uv is present in the new collection. Repeat the process for each edge in C to get V". Clearly, V"
is a vertex co f G i 5ver o w th cardinality r^.(TI (G)) -in. I fence, /i(G) < rt,(T1(G)) -1n. Thus, rr.(Tl (G)) = in + P (G).B a i il 6y s m ar argument we can prove that tc•(7%(G)) = kilt + 13(G).

7

Notation. For a given class 9 of graphs, let Tk (C) _ (7 (G) ; C C
a

Theorem 9. The class Tk (Cf) satisfies the (2) -property if and onl v if (C) < 2 VC E 9 and Tk (c) is empty for t > 3. 9
Proof. Let G E n(Tk(G)) = a + 2k,n and by Lemma 8, Tr.(7^, (G)) = kilt + P (G). Therefore,

-cc (Tk(G)) < it(Tk(C)) n+2km if 10
2 (=) kill ] 8(G) < 2 (=)/3(C) < 2.

Hence, Tk (g) satisfies (2)-property if and only if f (G) < ; VG E C.
12If G contains at least one edge then Tk (G) has a clique of size 2 and hence 7k (C)1 is empty fort ? 3. 13
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